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ABSTRACT
Effect of Proteolytic Enzymes on Transfection and Transformation of
Streptococcus lactis Protoplasts and Transformation
of Streptococcus cremoris
by
Steven A. Waskow, Master of Science
Utah State University, 1987
Major Professor:
Department:

Dr. J.K. Kondo

Nutrition and Food Sciences

The effect of proteolytic enzymes on the transformation and
transfection of Streptococcus lactis LM2301 protoplasts was examined
in an attempt to eliminate the variability observed.

By using both

chymotrypsin and mutanolysin to form protoplasts followed by spread
plating, consistent frequencies of 104 to 105 transformants per ~g
of pGB301 DNA, and 105 transfectants per ~g of c2 bacteriophage DNA
where achieved.

Optimum transformation and transfection frequencies

were obtained when 16 h cultures were treated simultaneously with 25
U/ml mutanolysin and 1.25 U/ml chymotrypsin for 15 min.

Trypsin and

pronase

increased

in

conjunction with mutanolysin

also

transformation frequencies higher than when mutanolysin was used
alone, but pronase was not as effective as chymotrypsin or trypsin.
These results may explain the variability in transformation of
mutanolysin-treated cells of S. lactis since commercial sources of
mutanolysin contain varying amounts of proteolytic enzyme activity.
Transformation of

?t~toc~ccus

cremoris CS224 at low frequency

(5 transformants per

~g

of pGB301 DNA) was achieved.

Plasmid pGB301

was able to replicate and express antibiotic- resistance in the
resultant transformant
of pGB301 in

~·

(designated~·

cremoris SW301).

The presence

cremoris SW301 was confirmed by agarose gel

electrophoresis.
(71 oages)

CHAPTER I
GENERAL INTRODUCTION
The dairy industry utilizes strains of Streptococcus lactis,
St r e pt o c o c c u s

c r em o r i s ,

a n d S t r -e p t o c o c c u s

l act i s

s u bs p .

diacetylactis as starter cultures for making cheese and other
ferment e d milk

products.

These

microorganisms

impart the

characteristic flavor and texture to cheese, and prevent the growth
of pathogenic microorganisms.

However, many of the important traits

required for successful cheese making such as
resistance, lactose metabolism,

bacteriophage

proteinase activity, and citrat e

ut il i za t i o n c a n be s pont an eo us l y l os t res u lt i ng i n e c o nom i c l os s e s
to the produc e r.

Because of the increased pressures put on existing

strains used in large mechanized plants, new or improved strains
wh i ch can pe r form reliably must be obt a ined.
New strains for use in the cheese industry could be obtained by
isolating

naturally occurring strains from milk,

isol a ting

spontaneous mutants from existing strains, inducing mutations
existing strains, or by genetic engineering .

in

Genetic engineering

involves the transfer of genes which code for desirable phenotypic
characteristics into a recipient bacterium. Transfer of genetic
material

from one

strain to another can be accomplished by

conjugation, transduction, protoplast fusion, or transformation.
Genetically engineered starter cultures have been used successfully
in pilot plant cheesemaking trials.
K. A.

Baldwin, L. L.

Kempler et al. (Kempler, G. M.,

McKay, H. A. Morris, S. Halambeck, and G.

Torsen, Abstr. Annu. Meet. Am. Dairy Sci. Assoc. 1979, D12, p.42)
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were able to stabilize
transduction.
Annu.

t~eet.

lactose utilization in S.

lactis C2 by

Recently, Klaenhammer (Klaenhammer, T.

R,

Abstr.

Am. Dairy Sci. Assoc. 1986, Session 0, p. 12)

used

conjugal matings to introduce bacteriophage resistance into an S.
lactis strain. The successful use of these genetically engineered
organisms in pilot plant trials provides impetus to attempt strain
improvement using recombinant DNA technology.
A reliable and efficient procedure for introducing DNA into
dairy starter cultures is essential
techniques to these

for applying gene cloning

industrially important bacteria. Molecular

cloning of DNA involves the in vitro joining of a gene segment
termed passenger DNA to a cloning vector and subsequent expression
of the cloned gene in a recipient bacteria.

Transfer of the genetic

material into a viable bacterial cell is done by a process termed
transformation.

In 1982,

polyethylene glycol

(PEG)

induced

transformation of Streptococcus lactis protoplasts (cells lackinQ
cell wall) was described (57).

Since then, several

protoplast

transformation procedures have been developed for different strains
of S.

lactis.

Procedures to form protoplasts for transformation

have been reported which use the muralytic enzymes mutanolysin (59),
lysozyme (56, 98, 113), or combinations of both mutanolysin and
lysozyme (29).

Despite the many published procedures transformation

frequencies are variable and may range from 102 to 106 transformants
per

J..!

g of DNA.

The variability in transformation frequencies has

hindered efforts to perform gene cloning experiments in ~· lactis.
Transformation of protoplasts generated from lysozyme treatment

3

has

been inefficient with our strains of S.

results).

lactis (unpublished

Protoplasts formed by mutanolysin treatment are effective

for transformation but we observe variability in transformation
frequencies

depending on the particular

mutanolysin used.

Wirth et al.

commercial

lot

of

(118), reported that commercial

sources of mutanolysin varied greatly in activity and sometimes
contained small amounts of DNase activity.

Mutanolysin preparations

also vary in proteolytic activity (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis,
Mo., personal communication). This proteolytic activity is known to
stimulate lytic activity of various enzymes (104) and it has been
speculated that proteolytic enzymes enhance lytic activity by their
clearing action against cell debris (120).
Preliminary results

indicated that forming protoplasts with

mutanolysin in conjunction with a proteolytic enzyme improves the
e ff i c i e nc y an d rep e at a bi 1 it y of t r a ns f o rm at i on .

The o bj e c t i ve s of

this study were:
1.

To examine the effect of proteolytic enzymes on
t ran s f o rm at i on of S . 1act i s .

2.

To optimize the enzyme concentrations and reaction times
during protoplast formation.

3.

To examine the effect of cell growth stage on transformation
frequencies.

4.

To optimize several parameters including plating method,
PEG-DNA treatment times, and type of osmotic stabilizer.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
The dairy industry utilizes strains of group N streptococci
(Streptococcus lactis, Streptococcus cremoris, and Streptococcus
lactis subsp. dia-cetylactis) as starter cultures for making cheese
and other fermented milk products. These microorganisms impart the
characteristic flavor and texture to cheese, and prevent the growth
of pathogenic microorganisms.

However, many of the important traits

required for successful cheese making such as lactose utilization,
proteinase activity, citrate utilization and bacteriophage (phage)
resistance are associated with

plasmid DNA which

can be

spontaneously lost . Loss of these properties can result in economic
losses to the producer.

The role of plasmids in lactic streptococci

has been extensively reviewed (30, 73, 75).

Because of the

increased pressures put on existing strains used in large mechanized
plants, new or improved strains which can perform reliably must be
obtained.
Acguisitio~

of New Starter Strains

New strains for use in the cheese industry could be obtained by
isolating naturally occurring strains, isolating spontaneous mutants
from existing strains, inducing mutations in existing strains, or by
genetic engineering. New strains i so 1a ted by any of these methods
must be capable of rapid acid production, contribute to the desired
flavor in cheese and be bacteriophage insensitive (18, 47).

Most

producers now use defined strains which have been isolated by one of .
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the above techniques (109).
Isolation of New Strains from Natural Habitats
The natural habitats of group N streptococci includes raw milk
and green plant material (92).

Strains of S. lactis and S. lactis

subsp. diacetylactis, and to a lesser

extent~·

cremoris, can be

isola ted from both raw mi 1k and green p1ant materia 1 ( 44, 45, 79,
80, 92).

However, many naturally occurring isolates produce acid

too slowly (17, 27, 72), cause off flavors (47), and are quickly
attacked by bacteriophage in the cheese plant (39).

Therefore, the

number of naturally occurring strains which can actually be used in
cheesemaking is limited.
Isolation of Strains from Undefined Culture Blends
One of the most commonly used methods for obtaining new starter
cultures is to isolate single strains from undefined blends of mixed
cultures currently being used in the plant.

The concept of using

defined single strains isolated from blends was first introduced in
the early 1930's by Whitehead (47, 116) to control the open texture
defect in New Zealand cheddar cheese.

Though the use of defined

single strains produced a more consistent fermentation, phage would
often appear for that strain and inhibit acid production leaving the
producer with vats of unclotted milk or "dead vats"(14).

In order

to combat the phage prob 1em they began to rotate pairs of phage
unrelated strains so if one strain was attacked the other would be
able to carry out the fermentation.

However, bacteriophage typing
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revealed that the actual number of phage unrelated strains was
small.

When new strains were introduced into a cheese plant, phages

would appear that could attack other strains in the rotation (62).
In the 1970's a number of tests to aid in the selection of new
strains were developed which could predict how a new strain would
function in a cheese plant.

The New Zealand activity test developed

by Pearce (83) can be used to predict how a newly isolated strain
will perform in the cheese plant.

A sample of milk is inoculated

with starter culture and subjected to times and temperatures
encountered during cheesemaking.

A pH of ca. 5.0 at the end of the

test indicates the newly isolated strain will produce the desired
acid necessary for making cheese.
Heap and Lawrence (39) used the New Zealand activity test to
predict the appearance of phage against a newly isolated strain.
Cultures are first subjected to different mixtures of purified stock
phages plus bulked wheys from New Zealand cheese factories.

The

acid producing capability is determined by the activity test of
Pearce.

A lack of acid production indicates the strain is

susceptible to phages present in New Zealand cheese plants.
found that a strain could be used commercially

They

without phage

appearing if it produced acid for 6 successive test trials.
Until 1976 cheese plants in New Zealand had been using a
rotation of three to four pairs of phage unrelated single strains.
In 1976 (63), the multiple starter concept was introduced to achieve
more consistent acid production and flavor.

The multiple starter

concept envolves a blend of six defined strains which are used on a
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continuous basis .

Although the program was successful, high phage

levels arose when multiple strain starters were used in large cheese
plants that filled their vats continuously throughout the day.
Recent improvements in the testing procedures include exposing newly
isolated strains to 60 phage variants of the four main types of
phages which attack starter cultures and cycling the strain through
7 to 10 activity tests.

These changes have enabled the selection

phage r e s i stan t s t r a i ns wh i c h a r e us e d as pa i r s on a con t i nuo us
basis without rotation in New Zealand cheese plants (63).
Richardson et al. (89) introduced a program for selecting phage
insensitive strains and monitoring their activity in the plant.
Stra i ns were isolated from commercial cultures, subjected to the
modified activity test of Heap and Lawrence
introduced into a cheese plant.

(39), and then

When a plant received a new strain

from the supplier, a tube containing bromo cresol purple milk plus
whey filtrate obtained during the previous days operation was
inoculated.

If high numbers of phage were present, acid production

is inhibited and the tube remained blue.

In this case, the strain

would not be introduced into the rotation.

This simple test is

performed routinely at the plant to monitor for the presence of
phage against a strain being used in the rotation.

Once a strain is

selected it is maintained by the plant in bulk culture containing
phage inhibitory media and subjected to external pH control.
Testing of strains against phages present in the cheese plant, the
use of phage inhibitory media, and pH control have successfully
allowed introduction of new single strain isolates (22, 89).
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Selection of Mutant Strains of Lactic Streptococci
Isolation

of spontaneously occurring mutants or induction of

mutations in starter culture strains could provide the industry with
a source of new strains.

Isolation of bacteriophage resistant

mutants (BRM' s) has received the greatest attention from the dairy
industry, but other mutants including proteinase negative strains
(Prt-) and thermoinducible variants have been isolated.
Bacteriophage resistant mutants can be isolated by subculturing
starter strains in factory whey containing phage and picking
surviving BRM's from agar plates (20, 21, 22, 46, 107) or by picking
single colonies that arise from a plate after confluent lysis (65).
Once a resistant strain is isolated it is tested for acid production
and compatabilty with other strains being used in the rotation (20,
21, 47, 65, 70, 108).

The successful isolation of BRM's have been

reported by sever a 1 groups ( 20, 46, 50, 65, 70, 107, 108) but it is
not possible to isolate BRM's from all strains examined and often
they are slow acid producers which cannot be used to make cheese
(65).

Jarvis (50) has pointed out a number of problems associated

with the use of BRM's; (1) phage sensitive revertants appear which
are attacked by phages at higher rates than the parental strains;
( 2) s i nee starter strains are heterogenous with respect to phage
sensitivity, BRM's derived against one phage will not necessarily be
resistant to phage of a different morphological type; (3) new phages
with wider host ranges than the original phage appear that can then
attack other strains being used.

Despite these difficulties,
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starter culture programs using BRM's have been successful

in the

U.S. (109) and Australia (20). A program developed at Oregon State
University which uses a blend of two to six phage insensitive
strains is currently being used successfully in the U.S.A.
108).

(107,

When factory monitoring shows phage present for a particular

strain it is removed from the rotation and subjected to whey
adaption.

Bacteriophage resistant mutants are isolated and plated

out on fast-slow differential agar (46) to test for acid production.
Once a new strain is selected it is returned to the blend for
cheesemaking (109).

In Australia (20), BRM's are selected by whey

adaption

tested

and

compatibility.

then

for

acid

production

and

strain

Once a BRM is selected it is subjected to an

activity test against phage present in factory whey then returned to
the blend if acid production is sufficient. These two programs have
been successful in reducing phage problems in cheese plants.
The group N streptococci utilize milk proteins for growth via a
cell wall associated proteinase system which breaks down casein to
small peptides and amino acids (61).

Strains which are deficient in

cell

(Prt-

wall

proteinase

activity

strains)

can appear

spontaneously or can be induced by treating with acridine dyes (84).
Richardson et al. (90) have demonstrated that although Prt- strains
do not grow as well as Prt+ strains, they can produce sufficient
acid in milk to make cheese.
well

Because Prt- strains do not grow as

as Prt+ strains they are less susceptible to attack by

bacteriophage, and are resistant to penicillin present in milk (90).
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The use of Prt- strains results in more consistent acid production,
increased cheese yields, and less bitter peptides than Prt+ strains
(90, 103).

Mutagenesis of existing strains has recently been used to
isolate temperature-sensitive thermoinducible mutants for potential
use in accelerated cheese ripening (Feirtag, J. M., and L. L. McKay,
Abstr. Annu. Meet. Am. Dairy Sci. Assoc. 1986, 057, p. 69). Ripening
of cheese occurs when bacterial cells lyse and release intracellular
enzymes which degrade proteins present in cheese.

The use of

thermoinducible mutants which are lysed at cooking temperatures will
cause the early release of intracellular enzymes, thus accelerating
cheese ripening.

Two temperature-sensitive mutants which could be

used to accelerate cheese ripening were isolated from S. lactis C2
after treatment with ethlylmethanesulfonate.
Genetic Engineering of Lactic Streptococci
The continuous need to develop improved strains of dairy
streptococci has prompted researchers to seek novel approaches to
strain development.

Recently genetic engineering techniques have

been used to improve dairy starter strains for cheesemaking.
Genetic engineering involves the transfer and expression of genes
which code for desirable phenotypic characteristics into a recipient
bacteria. In group N streptococci gene transfer occurs by methods
similar to other bacteria. These include conjugation, transduction,
protoplast fusion, or transformation (30, 60, 75).

Genetically
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engineered starter cultures have been used successfully in pilot
plant cheesemaking trials.

Kempler et al. (Kempler, G. M., K. A.

Baldwin, L. L. Mckay, H. A. Morris, S. Halambeck, and G. Torsen,
Abstr. Annu. Meet. Am. Dairy Sci. Assoc. 1979, D12, p. 42) were able
to stabilize lactose utilization in S. lactis C2 by transduction.
The resulting transductant was used in pilot plant production of
cheddar cheese and was found to produce less bitter flavor than the
parental strain.
Annu.

Recently, Klaenhammer (Klaenhammer, T. R, Abstr.

Meet. Am. Dairy Sci. Assoc. 1986, Session D, p. 12) used

conjugation to introduce bacteriophage resistance into an S. lactis
strain.

This strain was used for 6 months in a cheese plant before

being attacked by bacteriophage.

The use of these genetically

engineered organisms in pilot plant trials provides impetus to
attempt strain improvement using recombinant DNA technology.
Transformation
A reliable and efficient procedure for introducing DNA into
group N streptococci

is essential

for applying gene cloning

techniques to these industrially important bacteria.

Molecular

cloning of DNA involves the in vitro joining of a gene segment
termed passenger DNA to a cloning vector and subsequent expression
of the cloned gene in a recipient bacteria.

Transfer of the genetic

material into a viable bacterial cell is done by a process termed
transformation. Transformation is defined as the process by which a
cell takes up naked DNA from the surrounding media and expresses the
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newly acquired genes ( 99, 100) . Some bacteria are able to undergo
"natural

transformation", the most well characterized of these

include

Bacillus subtilis, Streptococcus sanguis, Str-eptococcus

pneumoniae, and Hemophilus influenza.

Bacterial transformation has

been extensively revievJed (15, 81, 100, 110, 112).
bacteria

do not

possess

natural

However, most

transformation systems and

therefore, artificial techniques which allow direct cloning of
foreign genes into these organisms have been developed (100).
Natural Transformation Systems in Gram Positive Bacteria
Smith and Banner have described the steps involved in natural
transformation in gram

+

bacteria (100).

The first stage is the

development of "competence" where cells are able to take up DNA in a
DNase resistant form. Competence can be induced in B. s·ubtil is by
transferring cells from a rich growth media to a growth limiting
minimal media (10, 26, 110).

In

~-

subtilis, 1-2 % of the total

cells become competent at the end of exponential growth phase in
minimal media (26, 110).

By centrifuging cells through renografin

or sucrose density gradients, the light competent cells can be
separated from the heavier noncompetent cells and frozen for use in
transformation experiments

(110).

The

competent

state

in

streptococci is acquired for a short period of time at an optimum
cell density during exponential growth (31, 86). Unlike B. subtilis,
all of the cells become competent (15).

In gram

+

bacteria

competence is initiated by a small protein of 5,000-10,000 daltons
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(26) which stimulates the synthesis of proteins involved in the
following steps during transformation (100).

An autolysin is

produced which leaks into the medium and may remove part of the cell
wall exposing DNA binding sites and membrane bound nuclease.

Double

stranded DNA binds to sites on the cell surface in either a
reversible or an irreversible manner and is nicked during the
binding process.

One strand of DNA is taken up while the other is

degraded by a membrane bound endonuclease.

Once in the cell the DNA

becomes associated with a competence-specific protein.

Donor single

stranded DNA displaces one strand of the recipient chromosome by a
recombination event to form a heteroduplex complex.

Any mismatches

which occur due to the integration of nonhomologous bases are then
corrected by the host cell repair mechanisms.

The process of DNA

binding and uptake does not require that the donor DNA be homologous
but in order for the DNA to integrate and thus express in the
recipient, the donor DNA must have sufficient homology to integrate
into the host chromosome.
Though natural transformation of chromosomal DNA can be used to
study the genetics of these bacteria, transformation by plasmid DNA
is an essential step in most molecular cloning experiments (99).
Recombinant DNA technology relies upon the ability to transform
plasmid cloning vectors containing gene fragments into a recipient
cell and the subsequent selection of clones based on the presence of
selectable markers (usually antibiotic resistance) on the vector.
Bacteria that are able to undergo natural transformation of

14
chromosomal DNA are also able to transform plasmid DNA (100).
mechanism of plasmid transformation of competent gram

+

The

species is

similar to that of chromosomal DNA (3, 19, 23, 24, 78, 94, 95).
Plasmid DNA is bound to competent cells, one strand is degraded by
the membrane bound nuclease and the complementary strand enters the
cell as single stranded DNA which is reassembled in the recipient
cell by pairing of independent single strand fragments from two
donor molecules of DNA

(95).

In Bacillus, the efficiency of

recovering recombinant plasmids is low because there is an absolute
requirement for plasmid multimers (13, 19, 23, 78).

Therefore

cloning in these organisms requires vector-foreign DNA ligation, and
also ve ctor-vector ligation (36).

Plasmid transformation of

competent streptococci can be accomplished by either monomeric or
multimeric forms (3, 95, 102). However, transformation of plasmid
monomers proceeds by two-hit kinetics (two DNA molecules per cell)
which is inefficient.

This also implies that to clone genes into

these organisms there must be simultaneous uptake of two recombinant
molecules bearing the same segment, a highly unlikely event (95,
102).

Another consequence of the DNA uptake and replication

mechanism during transformation of gram

+

bacteria is the generation

of deletions after the entry of the plasmid into the cell (5, 67).
The problem of deletions and low efficiencies encountered using
these organisms have largely been circumvented by "helper plasmid
rescue" systems first developed in Bacillus subtilis (36, 114, 115)
and then extended to Streptococcus ( 6).

This method i nvo 1ves the
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use of a linearized recombinant plasmid to transform competent cells
carrying a resident homologous plasmid.

Linearized recombinant

plasmids pair with homologous sequences on the resident plasmid and
both the homologous vector and nonhomologous foreign DNA are
rescued.

The success of these methods has prompted the development

of cloning vector systems which allow for direct cloning into these
organisms (88).
Natural Transformation Systems in Bram Negative Bacteria
In the gram - bacteria, H. influenza and
competence does not involve a competence factor.

~·

parainfluenza,

Instead competence

is induced when cell division is blocked under conditions that allow
protein synthesis to continue (33, 34, 42, 100).
of competence,

During the onset

10 to 12 specialized membranous extensions

(transformasomes) appear on the cell surface which carry out the
following sequence of events ( 4, 33). Donor DNA is taken up into
transformasomes, where it is protected from restriction and
modification enzymes. Unlike transformation in gram+ bacteria the
entire process is specific for homologous DNA. As donor DNA
translocates out of the transformasome it is continuously being
degraded until it finds homology with the chromosome of the host. If
homologous pairing is initiated, the surviving portion of the donor
DNA can undergo efficient integration. As in gram + bacteria,
expression of foreign genes requires integration of single-stranded
donor DNA into the host chromosome by a recombination mechanism.
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Artificial Transformation of Whole

Cell~

In most bacteria, transformation is not a natural process
artificial methods have been developed to induce DNA uptake.

so

Of the

artificial methods available, those developed for Escherichia coli
are well defined and often adapted for other organisms (100).

Most

of the procedures are based on the observation of Mandel and Higa
(68) that competence in

t·

the presence. of CaClz.

Based on these findings they

coli could be induced by heat shock in
developed a

transformation procedure that yields 105-10 7 trans formants per f.l g of
plasmid DNA.

Several modifications of the original procedure of

Mandel and Higa (68) have been developed for transformation of E·.
coli which have improved the frequencies to 106 to 108 transformants
per f.!g DNA (69).
Klebe et al.

(54)

have reported a simple transformation

procedure in which whole cells are treated with DNA in the presence
of

polyethylene

transformation of

glycol

t·

(PEG).

This

procedure Clllowed

for

coli at similar frequencies as those obtained

using CaClz procedures. Takahashi et al. (105) treated cells of B.
brevis grown to late-log-phase with polyethylene glycol
induce DNA uptake.
Takahashi

et al.

(PEG)

to

Heierson et al. ( 40) adapted the procedure of
to

~·

thuringiensis and were able to achieve

frequencies of 104 transformants per
Recently Nicholson and Saunders

f.!g of plasmid DNA (76).

(Nicholson, M.

A., and M.

E.

Saunders. Abstr. 37th Annu. Meet. Am. Soc. Microbial. 1987, H189, p.
171) reported the first successful transformation of whole cells of
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S.

lactis.

Cells of S.

lactis were treated with 0.01 M Tris-

hydrochloride, DNA was added, followed immediately by PEG. After 20
min of incubation, the cells were heat shocked for 15 min at 45°C.
Using this procedure they were able to achieve frequencies of 105
t r an s form a nt s pe r

)..!

g of p l a s mi d DNA wh i c h i s s i mi l a r t o t h e

transformation frequencies

previously reported

for~·

lactis

protoplasts (59).
Protoplast Transformation
Another artificial method commonly employed in gene cloning is
PEG induced transformation of protoplasts (cells with the cell wall
removed).

Protoplast transformation was

first

described

Streptomyces (9) and yeast (43) and then extended to
(14).

~·

in

subtil is

Many groups have now reported successful transformation in

different bacteria by modifying of the procedure of Chang and Cohen
(14) developed for B. subtilis (2, 11, 16, 35, 52, 58, 66, 71, 87,
93 , 101 , 121 ) .

The ge nera l me tho d of proto p l a s t t ran s f o rm a t i o n i s

as follows: cells are grown in an appropriate media, centrifuged,
washed, and resuspended in buffer containing an osmotic stabilizer
(usually a carbohydrate or amino acid).

Protoplasts are formed by

adding muralytic enzymes to the cell suspension and incubating for
the appropriate time period.

Once protoplasts are formed, the DNA

is added to the suspension followed immediately by addition of PEG.
After an incubation period the protoplasts are washed, resuspended
in broth to allow for expression of the cloned genes, and then
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plated on selective media'supplemented with an osmotic stabilizer.
Protoplast transformation differs from whole cell transformation
in many respects and there are significant advantages and
disadvantages to using these procedures in gene cloning experiments.
First, protoplast transformation does not depend on the development
of competence and is therefore useful in transforming bacteria which
do not exhibit a natural competent state (23, 24).

DeVos and

Venema have shown (23) that the two types of transformation differ
in the manner in which the DNA is processed.

In competent cells the

DNA is degraded into single strands and is incorporated into the
host genome by a recombination event.

Protoplast transformation

does not involve either the degradation of the plasmid to single
strands nor the incorporation of the DNA into the host genome.

The

consequence of this different process is that monomeric double
stranded plasmid DNA is active in transforming protoplasts but not
competent cells.

Because the DNA is not degraded at the cell

surface the probability of generating nicks or deletions in the
incoming DNA is reduced. Also, protoplast transformation frequencies
are higher than those achieved using procedures which rely on
competence induction.

Because of the greater efficiency and

differences in DNA processing, protoplast transformation has become
a viable alternative to competence dependent transformation.
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Transformation of Group N Streptococci
Transformation in the group N streptococci was first reported by
Moller-Madsen and Jensen in 1962 (77).

These authors reported

sue essful transfer of aroma-forming ability from S. lactis subsp.
di acetylact1s

to

S.

lactis

in

4 out

of

131 experiments.

T a'1sformation of malty aroma from S. lactis var. maltigenes to

~

lac t is was reported for 7 of 20 experiments. However other attempts
t o transform group N streptococci were unsuccessful.

Perry and

Slade (85) reported unsuccessful uptake of DNA isolated from various
s t reptomycin-resistant streptococci to group N streptococci.
San i ine et al. (91) were unable to transform lactic streptococci to
streptomycin resistance and tryptophan independence with DNA
iso lated from over 40 strains of S. lactis.
wer~

Miller and Morgan (76)

also unsuc cessful at attempts to transfer the malty character
~-

and streptomycin-resistance to

lactis recipients.

Attempts to

t r a1sform group N streptococci by competence-dependent methods were
uns1ccessful (58).
The lack of a transformation procedure for dairy streptococci
led researchers to seek alternative methods for studying the
gen~tics

of these organisms .

Harlander and McKay (37) were able to

tra1s form 1actose fermenting ability from S. 1act is to a 1actose
neg 1tive (LaC) strain

of~-

sanguis Challis.

However, when the

Lac+ transformants were analyzed by a variety of techniques the
pla ;mid could not be detected.

Also, attempts to cure the Lac+

tratsformants by treatment with acriflavin were unsuccessful.

These
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authors speculated that the stability of the lactose genes was due
Because cloning in ?_.

to their integration into the chromosome.

sanguis is inefficient and results in deletions, Harlander and McKay
(38)

chose to construct a gene bank of plasmid pLM2001

i s o l ate d f r om S . l act 4 s LM0232 i nto E. c o l i us i ng the
sanguis shuttle vector pSA3.

~

(Lac+)
co l i - ?_.

Though none of the cloned fragments

expressed the lac genes these authors demonstrated that the

~·

coli

shuttle vector system could be used in gene cloning experiments.
Herman and McKay (41) also used pSA3 to clone the genes . coding for
p-s-galactosidase (p-S-gal) from Streptococcus thermophilus into E.
coli.
~·

Inamine et al. (49) examined the lactose-metabolic genes of

cremoris H2 plasmid pJ170 by transforming

~·

sangui·s LaC mutants

with both whole and restriction endonuclease-digested lactose
plasmid.

As in the

~·

lactis plasmid studies,

DNA could not be isolated from the Lac+

~

~·

cremoris plasmid

sanguis transformants.

However, genetic and molecular analysis of cloned DNA was possible
by first subcloning pJ170 fragments into
plasmids cloned in

~·

coli to transform

~·

t·

coli and then using the

sanguis.

Protoplast Transformation of Streptococcus Lactis
The ability of genes from S.

lactis to express in other

organisms such as E. coli and B. subtilis offers the advantage of
well defined and highly efficient transformation systems for
studying the genetics of lactic streptococci.
apply recombinant DNA technology for

However, in order to

improvement

of dairy
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streptococci an efficient transformation method for
foreign DNA into streptococci is necessary.
S.

lactis

by methods

Streptococ~us

used

Bacill~s

and

McKay

(58)

first

Attempts to transform

naturally competent cells of

and procedures developed fort· coli were

not successful in transforming
and

for

introducing

~·

lactis (58, 122).

In 1982, Kondo

reported transformation of S.

lactis

protoplasts at low frequencies by the method of Chang and Cohen (14)
for~·

developed

subtilis.

Protoplasts were prepared by

treating~·

lactis LM3302 (Lac- derivative of ML3) with the enzyme mutanolysin
which had previously been shown to effectively remove cell wall
material

from S.

protoplasts of

~·

l a c t i s ( 57 ) .

Tr a n s f o r ma t i on of PE G t r eat e d

lactis LM3302 with plasmid pLM2103, a 23-

megadalton (Mdal) plasmid coding for lactose utilization, occurred
at a frequency of 8.5 transformants per

~

g of DNA. Later these

researchers were able to improve the transformation frequencies by
optimizing several parameters which affect transformation in S.
lactis.

Transformations were performed using pGB301, a 6.5 Mdal S.

sangui"S cloning vector which replicates and expresses erythromycin
resistance

in~·

lactis (59). By plating protoplasts using the soft

agar overlay technique they were able to increase the recovery of
transformants and eliminate much of the variability experienced when
pro top 1asts are spread onto agar med i urn.

Optimal frequencies were

achieved by treating protoplasts for 20 min with PEG (molecular
weight of 3,350) at a 22.5% final concentration.

Not all strains

tested could be transformed with pGB301, suggesting that only
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certain strains are capable of being transformed or capable of
regenerating cell walls by this ·method .

Under optimized conditions,

transformation frequencies of 103 to 104 transformants per ~ g of DNA
were achieved.

The development of an efficient transformation

procedure enabled the first cloning of restriction endonuclease
fragments of pLM2001 coding for lactose metabolism into
LM0230 with pGB301.

~·

l act-is

These results demonstrated that pGB301 is a

s u it a bl e ve c t o r f o r c l on i ng i n S . l a c t; s an d t ha t t ran s f o rm at i o n
efficiencies are high enough for cloning plasmid-coded genes into
lactis .

Recently Simon et al.

~·

(97) have introduced 4 different

cryptic plasmids by cotransformation at frequencies similar to those
reported by Kondo and McKay (59).
Transfection (the uptake of bacteriophage DNA) of
subsp.

~·

l'actis

diacetylactis was also reported by Geis in 1982 (32).

Protoplasts were prepared by treating cells with lysozyme to remove
the cell wall.

Transfection of phage P008 DNA was induced by

treating the protoplasts with PEG .

Similar to the findings of Kondo

and McKay (59), the frequency of transfection was strongly dependent
on PEG concentration and molecular weight.

The highest transfection

frequencies were obtained at low DNA and protoplast concentrations
and the number of plaque forming units (pfu) per phage equivalent
decreased with increasing amounts of DNA.
frequencies of 5 x 104 pfu per

p

Optimized transfection

g DNA were achieved which was

similar to that reported for transformation.

Since phage P008 has a

unique single Hindiii restriction site it was suggested that P008
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DNA might be a suitable cloning vector.
Since these initial reports of successful transformation inS.
1act is,

a number of modified transformation . procedures have been

developed (103, 104, 105, 106).
achieve transformation in
protoplasts.

~-

Yu et al. (122) were unable to

lacti-s C6 using mutanolysin to form

They reported transformation using protoplasts

generated by treating cells with lysozyme.

Using the modified

procedure they achieved low frequency transformation, but were
unable to detect the
electrophoresis.

transformed

plasmid

by agarose gel

Gasson (29) reported transformation of

~·

lact.i s

protoplasts prepared by treating cells with lysozyme either alone or
in combination with mutanolysin.

Von Wright et al. (113) found that

replacing Mg2+ with ca2+ in the transformation buffers improved
transformation of S. lactis MG1614.
Although a number of parameters have been changed to adapt the
procedure of Kondo and McKay (59) to various strains and plasmids,
none of procedures have improved the transformation frequencies.
Recently Simon et al.

(98)

have reported

high

frequency

transformation of S. lactis IL403 by plasmid piL204, a 5.5 kilobase
plasmid conferring erythromycin resistance, with an average
efficiency of 5 x 106 transformants per ~g of DNA.

The

transformation procedure was found to be highly dependent on the
growth phase of cells to be converted to protoplasts and on the
extent to which cell wa 11 s had been removed from the pro top 1asts.
Optimum results were obtained with protoplasts prepared from early-
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log-phase cultures treated with 1 to 40 mg/ml of lysozyme. A
decrease in transformation frequency was observed when mid to latelog-phase cultures were used or when higher concentrations of
lysozyme were added to form protoplasts.

These authors speculated

that the higher frequencies may be due to differences in protoplast
formation and regeneration.

Regeneration frequencies of 100 to 200

% of protoplasts using lysozyme are higher than the frequencies

reported by Kondo and McKay ( 3 %) (59) and may a1so account for the
· increased transformation frequencies.

This observation is supported

by evidence from studies with bacterial protoplasts in which lengthy
digestion with lytic enzymes inhibits the capacity of protoplasts to
regenerate (64) and leads to low transformation frequencies (82,
121) .
Efficient procedures for transforming other group N streptococci
have not been developed.

Low f r e q ue nc y t r an sf orm at i on of

~.

cremori·s was achieved, but the presence of the newly acquired
plasmid was not confirmed by agarose gel. electrophoresis (97).
The mechanism of PEG induced transformation of S. lactis is
unknown.

It has been suggested that PEG either causes the ce 11

membrane to become more permeable or causes a conformational change
in the DNA molecules that allows entry into the cell (9).
only a small percentage

of~-

Since

lactis protoplasts can be transformed,

it appears that only a subpopulation of cells are able to keep the
plasmid in a stable form (9).
that transformation

frequencie~

This is supported by the observation
increase over a range of protoplast
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concentrations but the efficiency of transformation per protoplast
decreases (59).

It may be possible to increase this subpopulation

by starting with a homogenous population of cells.

All of the above

transformation procedures use cells grown in batch culture so cells
are at different stages in the cell cycle.
influences the amount of cell

wall

Since stage of growth

removed,

a more uniform

population of cells grown synchronously in a chemostat may increase
the population of protoplasts able to be transformed (51) .
Cloning Vectors for Lactic Streptococci
Th e development of transformation procedures which make it
possible to clone genes directly into

~·

lacti·s has prompted

researchers to develop clon i ng vectors based on endogenous lactic
streptococcal replicons.
constructed from the

The first series of cloning vectors were

cryptic~·

cremoris Wg2 plasmid pWVOl (1.5 Md)

marked with antibiotic resistance genes derived from
plasmids (55).

~·

aureus

These plasmids contain unique restriction sites

outside of the antibiotic

resistance genes and

insertional

inactivation sites within the erythromycin resistance (Emr) marker
which can be used for insertion of foreign genes and selection of
recombinant plasmids.
express

in~·

Also these plasmids are able to replicate and

lactis, as well as in B. subtilis

and~·

coli, and can

therefore be used as a shuttle vector between S. lactis and the
latter two species for which more efficient transformation systems
are available.

However, these vectors suffer from the disadvantage
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of both low copy number (3) and low transformation frequencies (5 x
g DNA) in~· lactis.

103 transformants per

Van der Vossen et al. (111) constructed another set of vectors
~·

based on the cryptic

cremoris Wg2 plasmid pWV01 which allows for

the isolation of promoter and termination signals in

~·

lactis.

The

method of detection is analogous to that described for screening
promoter activity in B. subtilis by means of pPL603 (117).
promoter screening vectors
transformed protoplasts

of~·

Both

(designated pGKVllO and pGKV210)
lactis

and~-·

subtilis and have been

used to screen promoters from B. subtilis and S. cremoris.

They

found that none of the B. subtilis promoters tested were active in
~·

lactis but that

and S. lactis.

~·

cremoris promoters were active in B. subtilis

The termination screening vector, pGKVll, has been

used to screen transcription termination sequences from the
subtilis penicillinase gene in

both~·

subtilis and S. lactis.

~·

Some

of the vectors constructed can also be used as regular cloning
vehicles.

Kok

et al. (56) cloned restriction fragments of the S.

cremoris Wg2 plasmid pWV05, which specifies proteolytic activity, in
B. s·ubtilis using the vector pGKV2.
of extracts of

~·

Crossed immunoelectrophoresis

subtilis carrying the recombinant plasmid

(pGKV500) showed that two proteins of the
system were expressed.
Prt- strain

of~·

~·

cremoris proteolytic

Plasmid pGKV500 was then introduced into an

lactis by protoplast transformation.

In S. lactis

introduction of pGKV500 restored proteolytic activity, indicating a
4.3 Hindi!!

fragment of plasmid pWV05 specifies the proteolytic
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~·

activity of

cremoris Wg2.

Gas so n ( 29 ) c on s t r uc t e d a s e r i e s of ve c t or s wh i c h c om b i ne t he
origin of replication of a cryptic streptococcal plasmid, pSH71,
with the antibiotic resistance genes from the B. subtilis vector
pBD64. The series of vectors developed contained unique restriction
sites and insertion a 1 i nact i vat ion sites for se 1ect i ng recombinant
plasmids.

Also they can be used as shuttle vectors since they are
~·

able to replicate and express in
coli.

lactis,

~·

subtilis, and

Unlike the vectors described by Kok et al.

t·

(55), these
lacti~.

plasmid vectors are maintained at high copy number in S.

De Vos (24) has recently described the construction of vectors
derived

from

a cryptic plasmid, pSH71.

These vectors were

constructed using the two largest Taqi fragments of pSH71, which
replicate with a high (pNZ12) or with a low (pNZll) copy number in
S . 1a c t i s MG13 63 .
pNZ12 and

The S . 1act i s 71 2 p-8 - ga 1 gen e was c 1o ned i nto

expressed

in

t·

coli,

~·

demonstrating their usefulness as

subtilis, and S.

shuttle-vectors,

lactis

and

also

indicating that the p- 8-gal expression signals are recognized in
these heterologous hosts.
In

spite

of

the

various

cloning

systems

available,

transformation frequencies inS. lactis remain variable.

Also an

efficient transformation procedure for other important dairy
streptococci,

~·

thermophilus

have not been developed.

lactis subsp. diacetylactis,

transformation frequencies

and the

~·

cremori-s, and S.

The variability

in~·

lactis

lack of a transformation
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procedure in other dairy starters has hindered efforts to perform
gene cloning in these organisms. All of the cloning vectors
developed for S. lactis have used antibiotic resistance markers for
selecting recombinant plasmids.

However, since dairy streptococci

are consumed, cloning vectors need to be developed which incorporate
food grade selection markers. Future advances in the genetics and
physiology of this important group of organisms should lead to
improved cloning systems which will provide the dairy industry with
methods to improve strains for making fermented milk products.
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CHAPTER I I I
EFFECT OF PROTEOLYTIC ENZYMES ON TRANSFECTION AND
TRANSFORMATION OF STREPTOCOCCUS LACTIS
PROTOPLAST$ AND TRANSFORMATION
OF STREPTOCOCCUS CREMORIS
Introductio1'1
A reliable and efficient procedure for introducing DNA into
dairy starter cultures is essential for applying genetic engineering
techniques to these industrially important bacteria.
polyethylene glycol

(PEG)

In 1982,

induced transformation of Streptococcus

lactis protoplasts (58) and transfection of Streptococcus lactis
subsp. diacetylactis protoplasts (32) were described.

Since then,

several protoplast transformation procedures have been developed for
different strains of Streptococcus lactis, and there has been one
report of low frequency transformation of
(47).

Streptococcus cremori·s

Procedures to form protoplasts for transformation have used

mutanolysin (59), lysozyme (56, 98, 113) or combinations of both
mutanolysin and lysozyme (29).

Transformation frequencies may range

from 1 o2 to 1 o6 trans formants per

f.!

g DNA but despite the many

published procedures, transformation frequencies remain variable
( 2 9) •

Transformation of protoplasts generated from

lysozyme

treatment has been inefficient with our strains of S.
(unpublished results).

Protoplasts

formed

lactis

from mutanolysin

treatment is effective for transformation but we have observed
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variability

in transformation frequencies

particular commercial

depending

on the

lot of mutanolysin (unpublished results).

Wirth et al. (118), reported that commercial sources of mutanolysin
varied greatly in activity and sometimes contained small amounts of
DNase.

Mutanolysin preparations also vary in proteolytic enzyme

activity

(Sigma . Chemical

Co.,

St.

Louis,

Mo.,

personal

communication).
In this study the efficiency and repeatability of transformation
and transfection could be improved by forming protoplasts with
mutanolysin in conjunction with proteolytic enzymes.

By optimizing

various parameters, we developed a method which consistently results
in 104 to 105 transformants and transfectants per ~ g of DNA when
using protoplasts from
method to transform

~·

~·

lactis LM2301.

We have also used this

cremoris CS224 though at lower frequencies.
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Materials· and Methods
Bact e r i a 1 St r a i ns , Ba ct e r i oph a ge s -,
and · Plasmids
~·

lactis LM2301, a plasmid-cured derivative of S. lactis

C2

(25), was used as a recipient in transformation and transfection
~·

experiments.

cremoris CS224, received from Dr . William Sandine

(Department of Microbiology, Oregon State University, Corvallis)
contains 7 plasmids with respective masses of 57, 35.8, 27, 26,
20.5, 16.8, and 1.8 megadaltons (Mdal).

Cultures were maintained by

biweekly transfer at 3ooc in M17 broth (106)
(Ml7G)

or lactose (M17L).

~·

lactis JK301

containing glucose

(59), which contains

pGB301 (7, 8) was used to isolate plasmid DNA for transformation
experiments.

Plasmid pGB301 is a 6.5 Mdal Streptococcus sanguis

cloning vector coding for MLS (macrolide, lincosamide, streptogramin
B)

and chloramphen i col

(Cm)

resistance.

S • 1 a c t i s C2 1yt i c

bacteriophage c2 (74) was propagated by infection of

~·

lactis C2 in

M17 broth.
DNA Isolation Procedures
Ten liters of S. lactis C2 was infected with c2 bacteriophage
and incubated at 3ooc until complete lysis was observed (3 to 5 h).
Bacteriophages were PEG concentrated by the method of Yamamoto and
Alberts

(119)

and DNA was extracted and purified as previously

described (32).

Plasmid DNA was isolated by the method of Anderson

and McKay

Plasmids used for transformation were further

(1).

purified by cesium chloride-ethidium bromide equilibrium density
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gradient centrifugation (53).
ultrafiltration

in

Desalting was performed by repeated

a Centricon 30 microconcentrator

division, W.R. Grace & Co., Danvers, Mass.).

(Amicon

Microconcentrators

were centrifuged for 30 min at 2000 x g, followed by reconstitution
of the recovered DNA with TE buffer (10 mM Tris hydrochloride, 1mM
EDTA, pH 8.0).

The desalting procedure was repeated three times and

the DNA was concentrated to a 0.1 ml final volume.

Plasmids and

bacteriophage DNA were visualized by electrophoresing DNA samples
through a 0.6% horizontal agarose gel in TB buffer (0.089 M Tris
hydrochloride, 0.089 M boric acid, 0.002 M EDTA, pH 8.0) for 4 h at
6 volts/em.

DNA concentration was determined spectrophotometrically

(absorbance at 260 nm/absorbance at 280 nm).
Protoplast Formation
Protoplasts of

~·

lactis LM2301 were prepared as previously

described (59) with modifications.

A 1 % inoculum of .an active 16-h

Ml7G broth culture was made into 30 ml of Ml7G broth prewarmed to
3ooc.

Cells were grown 16 h overnight at 3ooc (ca. 1010 colony

forming units per ml), centrifuged at 7,600 x g for 5 min, washed in
cold (40C) double deionized water, and suspended in 7.6 ml of 0.5 M
sucrose in 0.01 M Tris hydrochloride, pH 7.0.

Mutanolysin (Sigma

Chemical Co., St. Louis, Mo.) was added to a final concentration of
25 U/ml followed immediately by addition of chymotrypsin (Boehringer
Mannheim Biochemicals, Indianapolis, In.) to a 1.25 U/ml final
concentration.

The cell

suspension (8 ml

final

volume)

was

incubated at 370c for 15 min, centrifuged at 2,000 x g for 10 min,
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washed in 5 ml SMMB buffer (0.5 M sucrose, 0.02 M maleate, 0.0 2 M
MgCl2, 1 % bovine serum albumin, pH 6.5), and resuspended in 1.0 ml
of SMMB.

Resuspension of protoplasts was performed in a Lab Line

orbit environ-shaker (Lab-Line Instruments, Inc., Melrose Park, Il .)
on a setting of 200 RPM at 3ooc.
Trans fo·rmat ion
Transformation experiments were performed as previously
described (59).

Dilutions of transformed cells were made in SMMB

and initially plated with soft agar overlays. A one - tenth ml aliquot
of an appropriate dilution was added to 5 ml of M17G top agar (0.5 %
agar)

containing 0.5 M sucrose as an osmotic stabilizer (SM17G),

gently mixed, and overlayed on SM17G bottom agar (1.5 % agar)
supplemented with 5 ].lg of Cm per ml.

Later, cells were plated by

the spr ead plate technique onto SM17G bottom agar supplemented with
5

J.lg of Cm per ml.

incubation at 3ooc.

Transformants were scored after 7 days of
Protoplast concentration was kept constant for

each transformation trial by pooling protoplast suspensions before
distributing
experiments

them

for

transformation.

were from two or more

All

independent

transformants were observed when cells were

transformation
trials.

No

incubated with

chymotrypsin alone or when DNase I (Sigma) was added to plasmid
preparations before transformation.
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lrans·f ect ion
Transfection
transformation.

was

performed

essentially

Appropriate dilutions

the

of the

same

as

transfected

protoplasts were made in SMMB buffer and plated by adding 0.1 ml of
protoplasts to 3 ml of SM17G top agar (0.5 % agar) containing 0.1 ml
1 M CaCl2, and 0.2 ml indicator cells

(~.

lactis LM2301).

were counted after 24 h of incubation at 30 oc .

The PFU

Treatment of

bacteriophage DNA with DNase I inhibited transfection.

No plaques

appeared when bacteriophage DNA was not added and the DNA used for
transfection was free of PFU in conventional phage assays.
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Results
Preliminary experiments indicated that chymotrypsin treatment of
cells during

protoplast

formation with mutanolysin

transformation and transfection of

~·

lactis LM2301

enhanced
(Table 1).

Parameters affecting transformation and defined conditions necessary
for optimal transformation frequencies were then examined.
Effect of Mutanolysin ·and Chymotrypsin
Concentration and Inc~bation Time on
Transformation Frequency
Protoplasts of

~·

lactis were prepared for transformation by

treating cells with various concentrations of mutanolysin and
chymotrypsin and incubating for different time periods (Table 2).
Incubation for 15 min increased transformation frequencies but only
when 1.25 or 6.25 U/ml of chymotrypsin was used. After 30 min of
incubation, only the lowest concentrations of the two enzymes
increased transformation efficiency.
Cells of S. lactis were also treated 15 min with mutanolysin in
conjunction with either pronase, chymotrypsin, or trypsin prior to
transformation.

Chymotrypsin (3.1 x 104 transformants per J..l g DNA)

and trypsin (2.8 x 104 transformants per

J..lg DNA)

increased the

transformation frequency approximately 100 fold higher than when
mutanolysin was used alone (5.1 x 102 transformants per J..lg DNA).
Pronase increased transformation to 1.3 x 103 transformants per J..l g
DNA which was higher than using mutanolysin alone but lower than the
frequencies achieved when trypsin or chymotrypsin were used.
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Tab 1 e 1 . Transform at ion and trans f e c t ion

of muta no 1y s i n and

chymotrypsin treated cells of S. lactis LM2301.a

Mutanolysin
U/m·l

Chymotrypsin
U/ml

Transfectants

Trans formants

eer llQ DNA

eer l19 DNA

3.1 x 1o2

2.9 x 1 o1

25

0

25

1. 25

4.6

103

2.3

X

102

25

6.25

1.3 x 1 o3

2.3

X

102

25

12.50

1.9

X

103

9.8

X

101

25

25.00

9.3

X

102

1.1

X

102

X

as. lactis LM2301 cells were grown for 3 h (O.D. at 600 nm of
0.65), and treated with mutanolysin for 30 min, followed
chymotrypsin treatment for 15 min.

by

Conditions for transformation

include using 1 llg of pGB301 DNA, a 20 min PEG treatment time, and
selection of cmr transformants by the overlay technique.
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Table 2.

Effect of mutanolysin and chymotrypsin concentrations and

time of incubation on transformation frequencies of S.lactis
LM2301.a

Enzi:me Concentration (U/ml)
mutanolysin

chymotrypsin

Treatment Time (min)
15

30

(CFU/f.lg DNA)
25.0

0

6.2x1o2

3.9x1o3

12.5

1. 25

1.2x1o4

1.2x1o4

12.5

6.25

3.8x1Q3

2.0x1o3

12.5

12 . 5

9.0x1o2

3.6x1o2

25.0

1. 25

1.1x104

8.4x1o3

25.0

6.25

5.2x1o3

1.5x1o2

25.0

12.5

3.5x1o2

2.9x1o2

50.0

1. 25

1.2x1o3

1.9x1o2

50.0

6.25

l.Ox1Q3

1. 7x1o2

50.0

12.5

1.4x1o2

3.6x1o2

a Protoplasts were formed from 3 h cultures (0.0. at 600 nm of
0.65) by adding different concentrations of mutanolysin plus
chymotrypsin and incubating for either 15 or 30 minutes.

One f.lg of

pGB301 was used and transformed protoplasts were plated using soft
agar overlays.
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Effect of Cell Growth Stage
Transformation appears dependent on the cell growth phase and on
the extent to which cell wall material is removed. from the cells
( 98) .

In order to examine the effect of cell growth stage,

protoplasts were formed from 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 h (0.07, 0.22, 0.61,
1.20, and 1.26 optical density at 600 nm respectively) cultures of
S. lactis.

Cell densities were adjusted to approximately 5 x 109

CFU/ml (1.2 optical density at 600 nm) for each time period prior to
protoplast formation and transformation.
the overlay technique.

Protoplasts were plated by

A sharp decrease in transformation frequency

was observed using protoplasts prepared from 2 h cultures (optical
density

of 0.15

at 600

nm),

followed

by

an

increase

in

transformation frequency to ca . 2.0 x 104 per ~g DNA (Fig. 1) .
Protoplasts were then formed from 2, 4, 6, and 16 h (overnight)
cultures of S.

lactis as descr i bed

in materials and methods.

Transformation was performed as described in materials and methods
and plated by the spread plate technique.

Results in Figure 1 show

that 16 h cultures transformed optimally (ca. 7.0 x 104 per ~g DNA).
Transformation frequencies at 2 h showed greater variability when
protopl asts were spread plate compared to when protoplasts were
plated by the overlay method.

FIG. 1.

Effect of growth stage of cultures used to form protoplasts

on transformation frequency.

Protoplasts of

~·

lactis LM2301 were

prepared from cultures taken after 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 16 hours (0
time) of incubation and plated by the overlay technique ( •) or
spread plated (C).
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Effect of Mutanolysin Plus Chymotrypsin
on Cell Lysis
The rate of production of osmotically fragile cells during
treatment with mutanolysin and chymotrypsin was also examined.
Cultures were grown for 1, 2, 3, 4 or 16 hand resuspended in 0.01 M
Tris hydrochloride (pH 7.0) without osmotic stabilizer (0.6 optical
density at 600 nm). Cell lysis was followed by monitoring optical
density over time (Fig.

2).

Cells grown for 2 h were highly

susceptible to the action of mutanolysin and chymotrypsin and lysed
within 10 to 15 min whereas cells grown for 1, 3, 4 and 16 h were
more resistant to the action of the two enzymes. When 4 h cultures
were treated with both enzymes there was a greater and more rapid
production of osmotically fragile cells compared to when 4 h
cultures were treated with mutanolysin alone.
Effect of Plating Method and Osmotic
Stabilizers on Transformation
Frequency
Succinate has been used as an osmotic stabilizer in media used
for regeneration of

~·

faecal is protoplasts (118)

effective in increasing transformation frequencies in
L. McKay, personal communication).

~·

and may be
lactis (L.

To test the effect of plating

method, transformants were either spread or overlayed onto M17G agar
supplemented with either 0.5 M sucrose (SM17G) or 0.25 M succinate
(SafH7G) .

Table 3 shows that transformation frequencies of 105

transformants per )Jg of DNA could be achieved by overlaying or
spread plating onto SaM17G . However,

more consistent results

FIG. 2.

Time course for the production of osmotically fragile

cells of S. lactis LM2301.

Cells were incubated for various time

periods, washed, and resuspended in hypotonic buffer.

Mutanolysin

and chymotrypsin were added and optical density at 600
monitored. Controls include:

h cultures with chymotrypsin only;

~4

•4 h cultures with no enzyme added.
treatment with both enzymes;
enzymes;

.c

nm was

Symbols:

• 1 h growth,

+2 h growth, treatment with both

3 h growth, treatment with both enzymes; 0 4 h growth

treatment with both enzymes;

• 4 h growth,

treatment with

mutanolysin only; xl6 h growth, treatment with both enzymes.
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Table 3. Effect of using soft agar overlays and spread plates on
transformation frequency of

Ex~t

no.

~·

lactis LM2301 protoplastsa

· Plating Technigue

Osmotic Stabilizer

1

overlay

sucrose

6.0

X

104

2

overlay

sucrose

2.6

X

104

1

spread

sucrose

1.3

X

105

2

spread

sucrose

2.5 X 105

1

overlay

succinate

5.2

X

104

2

overlay

succinate

1.4

X

105

1

spread

succinate

6. 2

X

104

2

spread

succinate

1.8

X

105

Transformants/11 g DNA

a Transformed protoplasts were plated on M17G supplemented with either
0.5 M sucrose or 0.25 M succinate as an osmotic stabilizer. Transformation
was performed as described in materials and methods .
~
~
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were obtained when protoplasts were spread plate onto SM17G.
of PEG-DNA Treatment Time for
Induction of Transformation

Effe~t

Transformation trials were performed with various exposure times
of protoplasts to PEG in the presence of DNA. Figure 3 shows that
transformation frequencies increased as PEG-DNA treatment time
increased.

The highest frequencies were obtained using a 20 min

PEG-DNA treatment time although shorter time periods were sufficient
for transformation.
Transformation a~ Transfection
Under Optimized Conditions
Table 4 summarizes the data for transfection and transformation
of S. lactis LM2301 protoplasts under optimal conditions .

Forming

protoplasts from 16 h cultures with both mutanolysin (25 U/ml) and
chymotrypsin (1.25 U/ml)

for 15 min increased transformation

frequencies 10-fold higher and transfection frequencies 100 - fold
h1gher than when mutanolysin was used alone.
Transformation of Protoplasts and
Osmotically Stable Cells
Transformation of osmotically stable cells, cells which have not
formed protoplasts and thus are resistant to osmotic shock, was
determined by dilution in sterile water and plating onto M17G agar
with 5 llg per ml Cm.

The number of osmotically stable cells was

determined by plating onto M17G without Cm added.

Transformation

FIG. 3.

Effect of PEG treatment time on transformation

frequency. Protoplasts of S. lactis LM2301 were prepared from 4
h cultures by incubating for 15 min with mutanolysin (25 U/ml)
plus chymotrypsin (1.25 U/ml).

Time for induction of

transformation was varied by incubating protoplasts and pGB301
DNA in the presence of PEG for various time periods.
Protoplasts were plated by the overlay technique.
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PEG-DNA Tr9atment Time (min)

Table 4.

Transfection and transformation under optimized conditions.

Enzyme Treatment (U/ml)
Mutanolysin

DNAb

Chlmotrl~sin

Plating

Transfectants/~g

Technigue

Transformants/gg DNA

25

0

c2

overlay

4.2

X

103

25

1.25

c2

overlay

2.6

X

105

25

1.25

c2

0

1.25

25

0

a

overlay

<1

c2

overlay

<1

pGB301

spread

5.1

X

103

1. 25 .

pGB301

spread

7. 0

X

104

0

1.25

pGB301

spread

<1

25

1.25

pGB301a

overlay

<1

0

1.25

pGB301

overlay

<1

25

0

pGB301

overlay

25

DNA or

2.1 X 103

a DNase added prior to addition of DNA
b One ~ g of

D~A

was used.

.p.
00
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of protoplasts was performed by diluting in SMMB and plating on
SM17G agar with 5 ]Jg per ml Cm.
osmotically stable cells)
without Cm.

Total cells (protoplasts plus

were determined by plating onto SM17G

The number of viable protoplasts is total cell count

minus the number of osmotically stable cells.
No transformation of osmotically stable cells was observed.
Transformation of protoplasts occurred at 5.0 x 104 transformants
per ]Jg DNA and there was 3.0 x 109 viable protoplasts per ml present
in the reaction mixture.

This results

in a transformation

efficiency of 1.7 x 1o-5, meaning only ca. 0.002 %of protoplasts
are able to be transformed.
Tr,ansformation of S. Cremor·is CS224
Transformation of S.

cremori·s CS224 to cmr occurred at a

frequency of ca. 5 transformants per ]Jg of DNA.

Acquisition of

pGB301 was suggested by the cmr phenotype and was confirmed by
agarose gel

electrophoresis of plasmid DNA isolated from the

transformants.

All transformants contained the normal complement of

plasmids plus a newly acquired plasmid of approximately 6.5 Mdal
which comigrated with pGB301 (Fig. 4).

FIG. 4.

Agarose gel electrophoresis of plasmid DNA of parental and

transformed strains.

Lane A,

B, purified pGB301.

Lane C,

~-

coli V517 reference plasmids.

~-

cremoris CS224 parental strain used

as a recipient for transformation.

Lane 0,

~-

Lane

cremoris SW301, a cmr

transformant of S. cremoris CS224 containing pGB301.
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Disc us s ion
Several procedures for PEG-induced transformation of group N
streptococcal protoplasts have been described (29, 58, 56, 59, 98,
113, 122).

The efficiency of protoplast formation, regeneration,

and trans format ion appear to be strain specific.

With our strains

we observe better success transforming mutanolysin treated cells.
However, variability in transformation frequencies occur which has
hindered efforts to perform gene cloning experiments in

~·

lactis.

A source of variability could be the mutanolysin preparation
since commercial

sources of this enzyme are known to contain

muralyt ·ic, proteolytic (96, Sigma Chern. Co. personal communication)
and DNase activity (118).

The proteolytic activity of different

commercial lots of mutanolysin may vary from less than 0. 01% to
0 . 04 % of the
communication).

lytic activity (Sigma Chemical Company, personal
This proteolytic activity is known to stimulate

lytic activity of various enzymes (104) and it has been speculated
that proteolytic enzymes enhance lytic activity by their clearing
action against cell debris (120).
Our initial results indicated . that chymotrypsin activity during
protoplast formation enhanced transformation and transfection
frequencies (Table 1). The addition of pronase, and trypsin during
protoplast formation also increased ·transformation frequencies.
Transformation frequency of cells treated with both mutanolysin and
chymotrypsin was dependent on enzyme concentrations and
times

(Table 2).

incubation

Formation of protoplasts using 25 U/ml
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mutanolysin, 1.25 U/ml chymotrypsin, and an incubation time of 15
min were found to be optimal.

Therefore, the varying concentrations

of proteolyti c enzymes in .commercial mutanolysin preparations could
be a significant source of variability in transformation.
It is unclear why proteolytic enzymes enhance transformation,

but it appears that DNA uptake rather than regeneration of
protoplasts is affected since regeneration independent transfection
frequencies ar e also increased.

If proteases act by clearing cell

debris, it is possible that observed increases in transformation
frequencies are due to more efficient protoplast formation or that
DNA is more accessible to protoplasts.
Proteases may also degrade cell wall and cell membrane proteins
which inhibit transformation and transfection.

Hurst and Stubbs

(48) reported the appearance of holes in the cell wall of S. lactis
which are blocked by trypsin sensitive conical protrusions .

Removal

of conical protrusio ns by proteases may open the holes and allow for
better DNA uptake.

Other cell wall and cell membrane proteins which

bind DNA and make it unavai la ble for uptake by protoplasts, may be
degraded by proteases.

DNases secreted during pro top last formation

may also decrease tr ansformation and transfection frequencies (66).
Using the DNase plate assay (Difco Laboratories, Detroit, Mich.), we
observed extracellular DNase activity only after formation of
protoplasts (unpublished results).

It is

possible that protease

treatmen it during protoplast formation is able to degrade
transformation inhibiting DNases.
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Protoplasts

formed

from 16 h stationary-phase

transformed optimally (Fig. 1).

cultures

In contrast, using lysozyme to form

protoplasts, Simon et al. (98) found that optimal transformation was
achieved from early-log-phase (2 h) cultures.

These differences may

reflect the amount of cell wall removed during protoplast formation.
The susceptibility of streptococcal cells to the action of either
enzyme is dependent on the age of the culture prior to the enzyme
treatment (12, 28).

Also, mutanolysin has been shown to be more

active in degrading cell walls of S. lactis (57).

Cell lysis data

using mutanolysin (Fig. 2 ) show that early-log-phase cultures are
more susceptible to lysis than are late-log or stationary-phase
cultures and that chymotrypsin enhances the lytic activity of
mutanolysin. The weaker activity of lysozyme and the susceptibility
of cell walls during early-log-phase may expla'n w1h;t 2 h cultures
treated with lysozyme are transformed optimal y,
transformation using mutanolysin and chymotrypsin

whereas optimal
treated cells

requires 16 h cultures.
It appears that there is a critical

amount of cell wall which

must be removed for optimal transformation.

Sinon fetal. (98) have

demonstrated that optimal transformation frequencies> are obtained
when there is limited cell wall digestion.
enough cell wall removed to render cells

However, there must be

osmotic~lly ·

sensitive since

transformation of osmotically stable cells does not 1occur.
The time of PEG-DNA treatment of protoplasts was s hown to affect
transformation frequency (Fig. 3).

Polyethylere ml ycol treatment
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times of 2 min (98), 5 min (113), and 20 min (29, 59) have been
reported for optimal

transformation of different strains of S.

lactis and a 10 min PEG-DNA treatment time is used for transfection
of S.

lactis

subsp.

diacetylactis

(32).

We found maximal

transformation frequencies were achieved after a 20 min PEG-DNA
treatment time though shorter times could still be used.

These

results agree with those previously observed by Kondo and Mckay
(59) .
The method

of

plating protoplasts after transformation

influenced the numbers of transformants recovered.

By carefully

spread plating protoplasts, we could achieve higher and more
repeatable transformation frequencies than when protoplasts were
overlayed.
Other factors also i nfluence the variability in transformation
frequencies.

Protoplasts

formed

from

both mutanolysin

and

chymotrypsin treatment are extremely fragile and must be handled
very gently to maintain viability.

In addition, variability of

transformation frequencies between experiments and among different
individuals is observed (Harlander, S.

K,

Abstr.

Second ASM

Conference on Streptococcal Genetics Am. Soc. Microbial. p. 16).

By

gently resuspending protoplasts on a rotary shaker, we eliminated
much of the variability between experiments and among different
individuals.

Reagent preparation may also

i~fluence

transformation.

Aut o c 1 a v i ng PEG h a s b e e n r e po r t e d t o d e c r e a s e t r a n s f o rm at i o n
frequencies and therefore it must be filter sterilized (118).

We
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have not observed this effect and chose to autoclave all reagents
except SMMB buffer.

However, care is taken to quickly cool reagents

after autoclaving to prevent formation of

Maillard browning and

oxidation products which may form.
The procedure described was used to transform S. cremoris CS224
to cmr with plasmid pGB301 at lov1 frequencies.

Plasmid pGB301 was

able to replicate and express in the host strain and its presence
was confirmed by agarose gel electrophoresis (Fig. 4).

Since the

pGB3 0 1 u s e d f o r t r a n s f o r ma t i o n wa s i s o 1ate d f r om a n S. 1a c t i s
strain, the low frequencies may be due to degradation of the plasmid
by restriction and modification enzymes.

These results demonstrate

t hat pGB3 01 co u1d be us e d to deve 1op h i gh f r e q uen c y t r an s f o rm at i on
in S. cremoris.
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS
The transformation procedure reported has eliminated much of the
variability in transformation frequencies.
preparation and

handling of protoplasts,

By careful reagent
and

formation

of

protoplasts using a combination of mutanolysin and chymotrypsin,
transformation frequencies have been consistent.
The presence of contaminating protease in commerci9l sources of
mutanolysin may

account

transformation frequenc i es.

for

the

observed

variability

in

We are able to increase transformation

and transfection frequencies by forming protoplasts using 25 U/ml of
mutanolysin plus 1.25 U/ml chymotrypsin and incubating for 15 min .
It is unknown how proteolytic enzymes affect protoplast formation .

It's possible that adding chymotrypsin promotes more efficient cell
wall removal.

Th e amo unt of cell wall material removed during

protoplast formation with both enzymes should be compared to the
amount removed when mutanolysin is used alone.

The presence of

DNase may inhibit transformation of protoplasts.

We observed

extracellular DNase activity afte r f ormation of protoplasts using a
DNase plate assay.

These findings should be confirmed by using a

more sensitive assay.
In contrast to previous reports (59, 97, 113)
overnight cultures to transform optimally.

we found 16 h

This eliminates the need

for inoculating cultures and waiting 2 to 4 h for the cultures to
grow before performing transformation experiments.
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Other factors including plating method, PEG treatment time, and
method

of

res u s pend i ng proto p l as t s affected transform at i on

frequencies.

Protoplasts are extremely fragile and must be handled

carefully.

All

reagents and media are carefully prepared,

autoclaved and rapidly cooled to prevent formation Maillard browning
and oxidation products which may inhibit transformation.
Low frequency transformation of S. cremoris CS224 was achieved
and the presence of plasmid pGB301 was confirmed by agarose gel
electrophoresis.

We know of no other confirmed report of successful

transformation in this species of group N streptococci.

The

transformation frequencies we achieved are not high enough to
conduct gene cloning experiments in these organisms. Conditions for
high frequency transformation for S.
modified

to

achieve

optimal

cremoris may have to be

transformation

frequencies.

Transformation frequencies may be increased by using pGB301 isolated
from S. cr'emoris CS224.

We used pGB301 isolated from S. lactis

JK301 which may be digested by restriction enzymes present in the
recipient strain (30).
Although we have achieved consistent frequencies the actual
numbers of transformants are low compared to those reported for
other organisms

(100).

Higher transformation frequencies would

facilitate recovery of recombinant fragments during gene cloning
experiments.
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FINAL PROCEDURE
Protoplast formation
1.

Make a 1% inoculum into 30 ml of fresh M17G broth.

2.

Incubate for 16 h at 3ooc.

3.

Centrifuge (7600 x g) 5 min, wash in cold water, centrifuge
(7600 x g) 5 min.

4.

Resuspend in 7.6 ml 0.5 M sucrose 0.01 MTris (pH 7.0).

5.

Add 0.4 ml mutanolysina (25 U/ml final concentration) plus
0.01 ml chymotrypsinb (1.25 U/ml final concentration) incubate
at 37oc for 15 min.

6.

Centrifuge (2000 x g) for 10 min, wash with 5 ml SMMB,
centrifuge (2000 x g) for 10 min, resuspendc in 1 ml of SMMB
(0.5 M sucrose, 0.02 Mmaleate, 0.02 M MgCl2, 1% bovine serum
albumin, pH 6.5)d.

Transformation
1.

Add DNA to an equal volume of 2 x SMM .
volume of 40-80

2.

~l

Use 1-4

vg

in a total

or less.

To 0.5 mls of protoplast suspension, add DNA followed
immediately by 1.5 ml of a 30% PEGe solution and mix gently.

3.

Incubate at room temperature for 20 min.

4.

Dilute with 5 ml SMMB, centrifuge (2600 x g) 10 min, resuspend
in 5 ml SMMB, centrifuge (2600 x g) 10 min.

5.

Resuspend in 0.5 ml SMMB and add 0.3 ml M17-2xSMM (1:1), mix
gently and incubate for 30 min at room temperature.
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6.

Make appropriate dilutions in SMMB and plate onto SM17G by
spread plating.

7.

Incubate at 3ooc for 7 days.

aPreparation of mutanolysin
1.

Dilute stock mutanolysin (Sigma Chem. Co. 10,000 units) with
0.01 M Tris (pH 6.2) to 500 U/ml final concentration.

bpreparation of chymotrypsin
1.

Make a 10 mg/ml solution from stock chymotrypsin (Boehringer
Mannheim Biochemicals) in 0.01 M Tris (pH 6.2)

epreparation of 30% Polyethylene glycol
1.

Add 30 g PEG 4000 (Fluka Chern. Co.) to 50 ml 2xSMM; adjust to
100 ml with distilled water.

2.

Autoclave carefully and rapidly cool in a cold water bath.

CResuspending protoplasts is performed on a shaking incubator at
200 RPM, set at 3QOC.
dAll reagents except SMMB are autoclaved.

